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ABSTRACT: Ellipsometry is used to measure the crystallization
and melting temperature of a bidisperse blend of a crystallineamorphous diblock copolymer. Binary blends of sphere-forming
poly(butadiene-ethylene oxide) (PB-PEO) of two different molecular weights are prepared. The two PB-PEO diblocks that are used
share the same amorphous majority PB block length but different crystalline PEO minority block length. As the concentration
of higher molecular weight diblock in the blend is increased, the

size of the PEO spherical domains swell, providing access to the
full range of domain sizes between the limits of the two neat
diblock components. The change in domain size is consistent with
a monotonic change in both the crystallization and melting temperatures. © 2011 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Polym Sci Part B: Polym
Phys 49: 712–716, 2011

INTRODUCTION Studying the initial stage of crystallization,

can be contained within the phase-separated domains. The
dimensions of the phase-separated structure depend on the
volume fraction of the minority block, so different domain
sizes can be obtained by adjusting this volume fraction. The
benefit of using phase separated block copolymers is the vast
number of nanoscale, defect-free, monodisperse, compartments that self-assemble within a single sample. In addition,
the effects of one-, two-, and three-dimensional confinement
may be explored by investigating lamella, cylinder, or sphere
forming C-A diblocks. Techniques such as differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC), scattering, and ellipsometry can easily follow the simultaneous crystallization of the domains as the
sample is cooled. The monodisperse domains which selfassemble from diblock copolymers which makes them so
ideally suited for these measurement techniques, can also be
a drawback: investigating different domain sizes requires the
synthesis of a new diblock, making such important studies
challenging and time consuming.22

the birth of a crystal nucleus, remains experimentally challenging because of the dominance of defect driven nucleation in
bulk systems. The use of small, isolated domains of crystalline
material has proven to be invaluable to this research effort.
In typical bulk samples, the nucleation rate is convoluted
with the growth rate. However, by subdividing the bulk into
many small domains, nucleation statistics become accessible.
Small domains ranging from micrometers to nanometers in
size can ensure that it is possible for the domains to outnumber the defects in the system. Thus, homogenous nucleation,
rather than defect driven heterogenous nucleation, becomes
the dominant mechanism. Furthermore, because large supercooling is typically required to overcome the high activation
barrier associated with homogenous nucleation, once a nucleation event occurs the crystal grows rapidly in comparison
to the rate at which nuclei appear. For this reason, there is
separation of timescales and the overall crystallization rate is
a direct probe of the nucleation rate. Measurements of this
type have typically been carried out using small crystallizable droplets that were phase-separated in an amorphous
matrix,1–7 droplets dewetted on some substrate,8–12 or using
phase separated block copolymers which provide an ideal
system for creating isolated nanoscale domains.13–21
Here we focus on crystalline-amorphous (C-A) diblocks. If the
minority block is chosen to be crystalline and a suitable amorphous polymer is chosen for the majority block such that the
interblock segregation strength is large enough, crystallization
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We investigate a simple approach to tailoring the domain-size
of sphere-forming diblocks and measuring the crystallization
and melting temperatures. By blending two C-A diblocks of the
same composition but differing molecular weight, a range of
length scales can be accessed. The phase separated morphology of binary diblock blends has been extensively studied.22–32
Much of this work has focused on blends of lamellae forming
diblocks. It has been shown that the domain spacing depends
on the average molecular weight of the blends. Some of these
studies have investigated the effect of crystallization within
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blended diblock phases.27, 28, 32 The C-A diblock investigated
here is an asymmetric sphere-forming system. We consider
the simple scenario where a fixed length is maintained for
the amorphous majority blocks, and the minority crystallizable block lengths are chosen to be different. The resultant
domain sizes can be monotonically adjusted between that of
two pure diblocks simply by changing the composition of the
blended samples. We monitor the crystallization and melting
temperatures of the domains as a function of blend composition. Thus, blending the two C-A diblocks is a simple way to
expand the range of domain sizes accessible for crystallization
studies without the need for extensive polymer synthesis.
EXPERIMENT

Blends of two sphere-forming 1-4 addition poly(butadieneb-ethylene oxide) (PB-PEO) diblock copolymers were investigated for these studies (see Table 1 for polymer details). For all
three C-A diblocks, the A-block length was kept constant with
number averaged molecular weight, Mn = 26 kg/mol, while
the C-block was Mn = 3.5, 4.5, and 7.5 kg/mol (polydispersity
index, PI = 1.06). The three diblocks will be referred to as 3.5 k,
4.5 k, and 7.5 k. The two extremes, 3.5 k and 7.5 k were blended
to explore intermediate domain sizes, while the 4.5 k system
provides a monodisperse unblended case for comparison with
the 3.5 k/7.5 k mixtures. We have estimated the radius of the
PEO spheres in melts of pure 3.5 k, 4.5 k, and 7.5 k diblock
to be approximately 5 nm, 8 nm, and 14 nm based on strongstretching theory (The estimate is based on strong-stretching
theory for the minority domain size as described by Matsen
and Bates,33 while experimental parameters for the sphere size
and volume fraction were measured for the equivalent system
by Huang et al.27 ). As discussed by Huang et al.,27 polybutadiene homopolymer (h-PB) was blended, 20% by mass, with
the diblocks to inhibit domain coalescence upon crystallization
(Mw = 1.9 kg/mol, PI = 1.08). The addition of this h-PB ensures
that the crystallizable domains are spatially segregated so that
crystallization in one domain is independent from a neighboring domain. All polymer was obtained from Polymer Source,
Dorval, Canada.
Blends of the 7.5 k and 3.5 k diblocks were dissolved with hPB in toluene with a total polymer concentration of about 3%
by mass. Since the mass fraction of h-PB is fixed at 0.2 of
the total polymer concentration and is present only to segregate the PEO domains, we use the mass fraction, , to denote
the fraction of 7.5 k diblock of the total diblock polymer. For
example, = 0 represents a film that consists of 3.5 k diblock
copolymer with 5 nm domains, while a film prepared with
7.5 k diblock will have domains with radius 14 nm and = 1.
The monodisperse 4.5 k diblock was also dissolved in toluene
with h-PB for comparison to the bidisperse blends. Films were
prepared by spincoating the solutions onto clean silicon substrates, resulting in uniform films with h ∼ 160 nm. Films were
vacuum annealed (10−6 Torr) for at least 24 h at 90 ◦ C. This
annealing temperature is above the melting temperature for
PEO (Tm ∼ 65 ◦ C) and the glass-transition temperature of PB
(Tg < −40 ◦ C),34 but well below the order-disorder transition temperature of the diblock (<220 ◦ C).35 The annealing
WWW.MATERIALSVIEWS.COM

TABLE 1 Polymer Details: The Number Averaged Molecular
Weights for the PEO and PB Blocks, the Polydispersity Index,
and the Domain Radius
MNPEO (kg/mol)

MNPB (kg/mol)

PI

3.5

26

1.06

4.5

26

1.06

8.5

7.5

26

1.06

13.5

Radius (nm)
7.5

treatment ensured the films were well ordered, resulting in
PEO minority spheres embedded in a PB matrix. Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) was used to verify that such samples were
indeed ordered with spherical domains. After annealing, the
samples were transferred to the ellipsometer. Cooling and
heating of the samples was carried out at 2 ◦ C/ min.
While previous measurements of nano-confined crystallization in diblocks has typically been carried out with
DSC,14, 15, 17, 19, 21 here we use ellipsometry to probe crystallization.10, 36–38 Ellipsometry exploits the fact that linearly
polarized light emerges elliptically polarized when reflected
from a film covered substrate to obtain the thickness and index
of refraction of a film.36 Ellipsometry measurements were
carried out on a custom-built, single-wavelength (633 nm)
ellipsometer. Though many approaches to ellipsometry are
employed and could work equally well for the studies
described, here we use a self-nulling ellipsometer. In this
mode, circularly polarized light is passed through a polarizer and quarter wave plate such that when the polarizer is
rotated to angle P, the elliptically polarized light produced
is linearly polarized after reflection from the sample. A second polarizer, called the analyzer, is then rotated to null the
light at the detector, at an angle A. The angles P and A can be
related to the film thickness, h, and refractive index, n, using
standard equations of ellipsometry.36 Though ellipsometry is
much more sensitive, AFM was used on some of the samples
to verify the ellipsometry thickness results. Here the angle
of incidence was set to 50◦ and a set of ellipsometric angles
(P, A) collected every ∼12 s, corresponding to a measurement
every ∼0.4 ◦ C. The ellipsometer was equipped with a heating stage (a modified Linkam THMS 600, United Kingdom)
and flushed with dry nitrogen for performing temperature
dependent measurements of h(T) and n(T).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In previous work, we have demonstrated the ability to
study crystallization within minority domains of thin sphereforming diblock films using ellipsometry.37 Ellipsometry is a
technique that is complementary to more standard tools like
DSC and affords a few advantages. While the ability to work
at very slow heating and cooling rates can be useful, perhaps
the main advantage is the ability to measure crystallization in
tiny volumes of ∼10−10 L. Previously we were able to measure
differences in crystallization temperatures for two PB-PEO
diblocks of identical PB block length but different minority
PEO length. As expected, the sample with the larger PEO block
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length displayed a higher crystallization temperature than the
sample with the shorter PEO block length. This is consistent with the fact that the smaller molecular weight results
in phase-separated spherical domains of smaller radius and
the probability of a nucleation event scales with the volume
of the domain.10 Thus, greater supercooling is required to create a crystal nucleus as the domain volume decreases. The
equilibrium domain size of a particular diblock is the result
of the drive to minimize the amount of unfavorable interface
between the two blocks while at the same time minimizing
unfavorable chain stretching within the individual chains.39 By
blending two diblocks of the same PB length but different PEO
length, we vary the domain size between the extreme values of
the unblended diblocks. Since the crystallization temperature,
Tc , can be interpreted as a metric of the size of domains,10 we
can correlate Tc to the blend concentration, .
The results of a typical ellipsometry experiment can be seen
in Figure 1. The example shown is for a film with = 0.85
(i.e., 85% 7.5 k and 15% 3.5 k diblock). The measured P and A
angles are given in Figure 1(a,b) as a function of temperature.
Assuming a uniform film one can convert the unique angles
P and A to values of film thickness, h, and refractive index,
n, using standard equations of ellipsometry36 [Fig. 1(c,d)]. We
note that the assumption of a uniform film is an excellent
approximation even for phase-separated diblock films for two
reasons: (1) The footprint of the laser is about 1 mm × 3 mm
with h = 160 nm, a volume that averages over approximately
1010 domains. (2) The wavelength of light is about two orders
of magnitude larger than the size of a domain. After annealing
at 80 ◦ C for a few minutes, the film was cooled at a fixed rate of
2 ◦ C/ min. Once the film reached a temperature below −20 ◦ C,
a rapid contraction took place as the PEO domains crystallised.
The nucleation events, followed by the rapid crystallization
of the spherical domains, result in an easily measurable contraction which is reflected in the sudden decrease in films
thickness and concurrent increase in the index of refraction.
Cooling was continued to −40 ◦ C. The linearity of the curve
in the plots of h and n following crystallization indicates that
crystallization is completed within a narrow range of temperatures around −23 ◦ C. After being held at −40 ◦ C for 10 min, the
film was heated at 2 ◦ C/ min. Just above 50 ◦ C, a rapid expansion of the film was measured, consistent with the expected
melting temperature for PEO domains crystallised at this temperature. The film was further heated to a final temperature
of 80 ◦ C. It can be seen that there is almost no drift in the
measured data since the heating and cooling data above the
melting transition lie directly on top of each other. The midpoint of the crystallization and melting transitions are used to
identify Tc and Tm (the midpoint was identified by evaluating
the point of inflection in the data). We note that the slope,
dh/dT, of the cooling data prior to crystallization is steeper
than the slope upon heating the film with crystalline domains.
The difference in the slope is simply the result of the difference
in the expansion coefficient of the melt and crystalline PEO.
The sensitivity and precision of the ellipsometry technique for
following these phase changes, and expansion coefficients in
thin films is evidenced by the quality of the measured curves
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FIGURE 1 The results of a typical ellipsometry experiment for a
blended diblock thin film. Measured polarizer, P (T ), and analyzer,
A(T ), angles are plotted as a function of temperature for a fixed
rate cooling and heating experiment (a), (b). P (T ) and A(T ) are
used to calculate the corresponding changes in thickness, h(T ),
and refractive index, n(T ), over the course of the experiment (c),
(d). Crystallisation and melting transitions are clearly observed
around −23 ◦ C and 50 ◦ C.
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extreme values. The triangular data point in Figure 2(a) represents Tc for a pure 4.5 k diblock film. This value is in agreement
with Tc measured for a 3.5 k/7.5 k blend film with the same
average molecular weight of the crystalline block, suggesting
that a blend of = 0.25 has a similar domain size to the pure
4.5 k film.
We now focus our attention to the melting transition, which
also displays a monotonic trend as shown in Figure 2(b). The
pure 3.5 k diblock film has the lowest measured Tm , with an
increase in Tm as the amount of 7.5 k diblock is increased, up
to the maximum value for pure 7.5 k diblock. These results follow from the crystallization data in Figure 2(a). The crystals
nucleated at greater supercoolings are formed under larger
growth rates, resulting in a lower degree of crystal perfection
than crystals formed at higher temperatures. Thus, domains
with lower Tc are more unstable to melting and would melt at
a lower temperature than domains which nucleate at a higher
Tc . Once again, the measured Tm for a pure 4.5 k diblock film,
the triangular data point in Figure 2(b), is consistent with the
blend film with the same calculated average molecular weight
( = 0.25). The continuous change in domain size achieved by
blending the 3.5 k and 7.5 k diblocks is consistent with the Tc
and Tm values measured in Figure 2.

CONCLUSIONS

FIGURE 2 (a) Crystallisation, Tc , and (b) melting, Tm , temperatures as a function of blend composition, , for a series of 3.5 k
and 7.5 k diblock blends. The value of indicates the fraction of
7.5 k component in the blend. The calculated average molecular weight (g/mol) corresponding to the values of are indicated
along the top axis of the plot. The triangle represents the Tc and
Tm for a pure 4.5 k diblock film.

displayed in Figure 1. The ellipsometry technique can be used
to probe transitions in thin films similar to the use of DSC for
bulk materials.
Measurements of the type shown in Figure 1 were repeated
for diblock concentrations 0 ≤ ≤ 1. In Figure 2, Tc and Tm are
shown as a function of the fraction of the large diblock component . The calculated weight-averaged molecular weight
of the PEO component that each blend corresponds to is
indicated along the top of the plots. As
is increased, the
crystallization temperatures of the blends follow the expected
behavior [see Fig. 2(a)]. The pure 3.5 k diblock film ( = 0,
domain radius R = 5 nm) displays the lowest value of Tc , with
an increasing trend as the blend composition increases to pure
7.5 k ( = 1, R = 14 nm). The trend in Tc values indicates that
the size of the domains increases monotonically between the
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In this study, we have investigated crystallization and melting temperatures for blends of sphere-forming crystallineamporphous diblock copolymers. By blending two diblocks
with the majority PB block length fixed but different minority PEO block lengths, the size of the spherical domains was
varied as a function of blend composition from the smaller
sphere radius of the 3.5 k diblock up to the larger radius of the
7.5 k diblock. The changes in sphere size were consistent with
a monotonic increase in crystallization and melting temperatures. The changes in melting and crystallization are consistent
with, and greatly extend, previous studies on PEO crystallization which have shown a clear relationship between domain
size and crystallization temperature.10 Blending the diblocks
provides a simple way to adjust the domain size and ellipsometry proves to be an ideal tool for probing crystallization and
melting in nano-confinement.
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